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Interhydraulik offers an extensive programme of suction hoses, compact hoses up to high pressure hoses. Thereby every 
hose is accurately assembled and also enables safer operation under extreme operational conditions, the assembly 
parameters of the hose line are intensively tested (every hose assembler is additionally asked to check that the hose line 
is produced according to the effective standards, and the status of the technology). 
Interhydraulik provides the appropriate fitting family, as well as the suitable ferrule article number for every hose. When 
other combinations of hoses – fittings – ferrules are combined with each other, the production parameters have to be 
established by carrying out a check according to the effective standards of the respective combinations.

Further information about determining the dimension of hose lines are explained in the section “Determining the  
dimension of a hose line”.

1) The hose
The easiest way to assemble a hose line with the appropriate fittings and ferrules begins with the hose selection. These 
include all application requirements like: 
	 l	Nominal diameter
	 l	Length
	 l	Operating pressure
	 l	Bending radius
	 l	Chemical resistance (fluid and environment)
	 l	Temperature resistance (fluid and environment)
	 l	Load resistance
	 l	Abrasion resistance
	 l	Ozone resistance
and where necessary the additional limited corresponding conditions.

2) The ferrule
The information about every hose is included in the data sheet concerning which type of assembly is suitable for each 
ferrule. The type of ferrule is specified according to the hose type and nominal diameter along with the article number.  

From this article every hose line requires 2 pieces.

3) The fitting
Before the article number of the fitting, the fitting family is indicated. These family abbreviations (UF, MF, 4SP, 4SH, ILP, 
XL, XLF) are specified in every fitting data sheet in brackets () behind the fitting description. From all of the available 
fittings you now only have to select the corresponding fitting family, and then identify the corresponding connection 
for your application. In the case that no suitable fitting with the identified connection is available in the fitting family, an 
appropriate fitting could be selected, provided that the fitting can be assembled to the hose without impairment. If in 
doubt please ask the Interhydraulik Support Team.

4) The hose line
Would you like to order the hose line or rather the component parts for self assembly? In the case that you would like 
to purchase the hose line in a pre-finished condition; then two additional details are possibly necessary. 
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Example of basic conditions

Operating pressure WP = 340 bar

Nominal diameter DN12

Hose length 1,234 mm

Anschluss

Side 1 2

Connecting form ISO 8434-1 (L) ISO 6162-1

Size 15-L 3/4“

Fluid HLP

-40° C until +100° C (short term +120° C)

Environment Air

-40° C until +60° C

abrasive und ozone polluted

1) Which hose?
From the operating pressure – bending radius – matrix (section “Isobarmatrix”) there is an easy way to determine a hose 
with the appropriate operating pressure with nominal diameters DN 12. 

On the basis of the matrix it can be seen that in cases of operation the hoses 2TP DN12 and 2TP-G DN12 can be used, 
because with 345 bar the hoses surpass the operating pressure, and with 90 mm they also have very compact bending 
radiuses. Now it is worth taking a look at the relevant data sheets, here the difference in the abrasion and ozone resistance 
areas are noticeable. The 2TP DN12 with 400 h ozone resistance and only 0.2 abrasion display the better values, the al-
ternative choice would be the 2TP-G DN12. Now the other application conditions have to be aligned with the hose cha-
racteristics. As already mentioned in an earlier section “Exovation fulfils the standard requirements for hose lines”, all of 
the Exovation hydraulic hoses are resistant against typical hydraulic oil and therefore also against the HLP used here. 
The operating temperature of the oil corresponds to the maximum operating temperature of the hose type. Furthermore 
it is also suitable for fulfilling the requirements without any deductions.

In the case that only one hose is ordered, the ordering designations would be as follows:
 1 x 1,234 mm 2TP-G DN12          or          1 x 1,234 mm  616 925 012

2) Which ferrule?
As you can see from the data sheet the fitting family “UF” is used for the 2TP-G hose. For the nominal diameter DN12 it is 
pressure grouted with the ferrule 671 111 012 (type 111 DN12).

When only two ferrules of this type are ordered, then the ordering designations would be as follows:
 2 x 671 111 012          or          2 x Type 111 DN12

3) Which fitting?
In the data sheet for the hose, the symbol “UF” refers to the relevant fitting family. At first in order to find the appropriate 
fitting from the limited product selection the connecting standards have to be transcoded.

The basic conditions show that two different connecting types exist. On one end the connection according to ISO 8434-1 (L) 
is used, which corresponds to the commercially available fitting description DKO-L. The connecting size, “15-L can now 
be selected from the data sheet of the DKOL (UF). When the installation requires an angle fitting then the  
corresponding fitting can be selected from the data sheet DKOL 45° (UF) or DKOL 90°. After assessment of the  
installation position, in this instance the fitting DKOL 90° (UF) 15-L DN12 is chosen, then the article number is  
511 090 115.

In the case that only one fitting is ordered, the ordering designations would be as follows:
 1 x DKO 15-L DN12 90° (UF)          or          1 x 511 090 115

The other end is also determined in a similar manner. It corresponds with the standard ISO 6162-1 ¾” the fitting type 
SFL ¾” DN12. Here you can also select between straight, 45° and 90° curved fittings. In this instance a straight fitting is 
used.

In the case that only one fitting is ordered, the order designations would be as follows:
 1 x SFL 3/4‘‘ DN12 (UF)          or          1 x 521 000 100
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4) Individual or assembled parts?
In the case that you will cut the hose line to the appropriate length and then have it assembled on your site, then the 
order for instance will be finalised with the following order designations:
 1 x 1,234 mm 2TP-G DN12            or              1 x 1,234 mm  616 925 012
 2 x Type 111 DN12                             or              2 x 671 111 012
 1 x DKO 15-L DN12 90° (UF)   or     1 x 511 090 115
 1 x SFL 3/4‘‘ DN12 (UF)    or    1 x 521 000 100

In the case that you would like to get the hose line assembled by us, then additional information is necessary. The torsion 
angle of the fitting elbow is specified according to IHN 08 23 13 / ISO 17165-1 / DIN 20066. The strain of two fitting 
elbows to each other is specified by the angle V, and the torsion of the first specified fitting opposite the natural hose 
curve is specified with the angle K. Any further questions concerning order processing can be put to the Interhydraulik 
Support Team. 
 
In the case that one of these hose lines should be ordered with torsion of the DKOL 90° fitting elbow, opposite to the 
natural hose curves of 60°, the ordering designation is as follows:

 1 x 2TP-G DN12 x 1,234 mm  DKO 15-L 90° (UF) DN12 / SFL 3/4‘‘ (UF) DN12 K=60°


